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Abstract— The development of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) was originally motivated for military applications such
as battlefield surveillance. However, in recent years it has
gained popularity in many civilian applications: such as habitat
monitoring, healthcare, home automation, traffic control and
environmental monitoring. As more low cost, low power and
multifunctional sensor nodes are being deployed, security in
such sensor networks become one of the prominent issues in
WSN. Recent advances in wireless networks did not give the
necessary attention to security with regard to device constraints,
since they base their design on legacy wireless networks. As
more security solutions are being proposed in WSN, there is
an increase in the lack of co-ordination between various security
measures at different layers, leading to functional redundancy
and increased overhead. As WSN scale to a very large number,
current malicious node detection schemes will be resource intensive and inefficient Therefore, new approaches are being sought
to efficiently use information from different protocol layers to
propose security. They not only focus on layer interactions within
a node, but also adapt to changes in the network conditions
and adaptively optimize cross-layer interactions across different
nodes. It has been shown that pairing based crypto operations
are possible on sensor nodes (motes) and a completely new
security suite is being developed for WSN using Identity based
Cryptography. In this paper, we propose a new cross-layer
design approach for WSN using Identity based cryptography.
This approach combines cross-layer design principles along with
Identity based Cryptography to provide a new set of security
solutions, which could be more efficient in storage, computation
and energy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has been one of the most
promising solutions to many applications and security in these
networks is crucial to WSN [1]. A typical sensor network
consists of computationally limited low cost sensors that can
scale from a few hundreds to thousands in number. Besides
incorporating the basic vulnerabilities in ad-hoc networks,
WSN pose new challenges such as survivability (physical
access to adversaries) and lesser computational power than
the conventional ad-hoc networks. Many scalable and efficient security solutions have been proposed to improve the
energy efficiency in WSN and one approach among them is
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [2],[3]. Given the limited
computational power and the resource constrained nature of
wireless sensors, [2] has shown considerable reduction in
memory access and computational time in key agreement

by efficiently implementing binary field algorithms such as
squaring, multiplication, inversion and modular reduction on
Micaz mote. [3] has implemented pairing based signature
(BLS-SS [4] and BB-SS[5]) and encryption schemes (BF-IBE
[6]) on the MICA family, and has shown that it achieves faster
computation and lower memory consumption by choosing
super-singular elliptic curve as a pairing group.
However, one of the main commonality with these protocols
is that they abide by the traditional layered architecture.
Although they may achieve a very high performance in their
assigned specific layers, a cross layer approach for digital
signature generation and key distribution can jointly optimize
and increase the overall network security in WSN. It has
been observed that the modular approach to the development
of security protocols for individual layers might provide redundant security services and hence consume more energy
than required in WSN. In some situations, an over-engineered
security design may exhaust all the energy resources, leading
to a security service denial of service attack. For example, the
non-adaptive nature of the security service can be ineffective in
preventing the more sophisticated attacks that look for vulnerabilities at each layer. For example, security provisioning at the
network layer can be ineffective since the attacker can spoof
the target’s MAC address and launch a Denial of Service (DoS)
attack. In this paper, we look at a new cross-layer approach
to authentication using pairing based cryptography.
II. R ELATED W ORK
1) Identity based cryptography:
a) Overview: In 1984, Shamir introduced Identity Based
Cryptography (IBC) [16]. He could construct an Identity
Based Signature (IBS) scheme using the existing RSA function
[17], but was unsuccessful in constructing an Identity Based
Encryption (IBE) scheme and it remained a long standing
problem for almost a decade. In 2001, Boneh and Franklin
came up with an independent solution using the concept of
bilinear maps [6]. It led to a new era of research where many
identity based digital signature schemes were proposed using
bilinear maps. At the same time, Cocks proposed an Identity
Based Encryption (IBE) scheme using quadratic residuosity
[7]. However, Cock’s scheme is limited in its applicability

to WSN due to the generation of long ciphers and slower
performance as it is based on ternary quadratic form.
In IBC, an end user can choose an arbitrary string to be
his identity. This identity is used in generating the public key.
Therefore, they do not need digital certificates from Certificate
Authorities (CA) to verify digital signatures. A trusted third
party Private Key Generator (PKG) is responsible to distribute
private keys corresponding to their identity (Figure 1).
b) Key Distribution in IBE: The general key distribution
problem refers to the onerous task of distributing secret keys
between communicating parties to provide security properties
such as authentication or confidentiality or both. But with the
advent of private key distribution, new problems arise such
as the inherent key escrow problem and the need for secure
distribution of private keys [22].
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PKG
(Private Key Generator)

Bob

1. Request for Private Key
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

In fact G1 is a point subgroup on an elliptic curve over a
finite field and G2 is a subgroup of a cyclic group of a larger
finite field. The pairings are derived from the Weil, Tate or η T
pairing [6], [8]. The PKG chooses a private key s0 ∈ Zq∗ and
computes the master public key
P0 = s0 P where P ∈ G1

The security of the master public key is dependent on the
elliptic curve discrete log problem [18]. The PKG publishes
the description of the groups G1 and G2 , public key P0 , hash
functions (H1 , H2 and H3 ),the bilinear map e and the group
element P . Alice and Bob choose their secrets to compute their
blinding factors. Alice with identity IDA chooses a random
secret x ∈ Zq∗ and computes a blinding factor X = xP . An
eavesdropper will not be able to generate the private key since
he has no knowledge of the secret x. She then requests the
PKG to issue a partial private key by sending X and IDA .
The PKG would use some pre-shared credentials to verify the
authenticity of an end user’s identity.
The PKG validates Alice’s identity and computes the public
key of Alice as
QIDA = H1 (IDA )

2. Private Key
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

QblA = H3 [e(s0 X, P0 )]s0 QIDA

Figure 1: Key distribution in Identity Based System
Byoungcheon Lee et. al came up with a secure scheme for
private key distribution in IBC. We briefly review [22].
Let H1, H2 and H3 be three hash functions such that
(1)

where l is the length of the plain text.
H2 : {0, 1}l × G2 → Zq

(2)

Zq = Z/qZ denotes integers mod q where q is a large
prime. Therefore Zq denotes the group {0, 1, 2, .........., q − 1}
and Zq∗ = Z\{0}.
(3)
H3 : G2 → Zq∗
The PKG specifies two groups G1 and G2 of order q, where
G1 is an additive group and G2 is a multiplicative group. Let
e be a bilinear map such that e : G1 × G1 → G2 with the
following properties
• Bilinear: Let (x1 , x2 and y) ∈ G1 . Then
e(x1 + x2 , y) = e(x1 , y).e(x2 , y)

(4)

• Non-degenerate: There exists x ∈ G1 and y ∈ G1 such
that
e(x, y) 6= 1

(7)

It computes a blinded partial private key as

3. Digital Signature/Encryption
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

H1 : {0, 1}l → G1

(6)

(5)

(8)

It then generates a signature Sig(QblA ) for providing integrity protection.
Sig(QblA ) = soQblA

(9)

It sends Sig(QblA ) and QblA to Alice.
Alice verifies the signature using the below mentioned
formula,
?

e(Sig(QblA ), P ) = e(QblA , P0 )

(10)

and finally retrieves her private key DIDA by un-blinding
QblA as follows
DIDA =

QblA
H3 [e(P0 , P0 )x ]

(11)

Hence there is a secure key exchange between the PKG
and the end users. Identity based authentication can be easily
extended to a two level hierarchical domain environment as
shown in figure 2.

Root PKG

Intermediate PKG

specific identity, with all but negligible probability, it will be
different from the key, which the end user obtained. Therefore
0
the generation of a key pair (dID ,dID ) is a cryptographic proof
of malicious behavior of the PKG as only one key per identity
should be used in circulation.
Intermediate PKG

3. Digital Signature/Encryption

Figure 2: Identity based authentication in a two level
hierarchical environment
Alice would then use Gentry and Silverberg’s algorithm to
generate a digital signature or Chow et al’s algorithm to generate a signcrypted message [25],[26]. Signcrypted messages
can only be verified by the intended recipient as he would
use his own private key along with sender’s public key to
validate the ciphertext. Concerning the key escrow problem,
one of the promising approaches is in using threshold key
cryptography in which one full piece of secret information
is derived from a set of secret shares [19],[20]. [6] directly
apply the techniques of threshold key cryptography to their
IBE systems. The master secret s0 ∈ Zq∗ is used to generate
the private key DID = s0 QID , where QID is derived from
the user’s public key identity. This private key can be easily
distributed in a t−outof−n fashion by giving each of the
n-PKGs one share si of the secret s. When generating the
private key each of the t chosen PKGs simply respond with
(i)
DIDpriv = si QID . The user can then construct DIDpriv as
(i)
Σλi DIDpriv

where λi are the appropriate Lagrange
Dpriv =
coefficients.
c) Accountable Authority Identity based Encryption (AIBE): A-IBE is a variant of the IBE scheme having an exponential or super-polynomial number of possible decryption
keys available corresponding to every identity. Each decryption
key dID for an identity will belong to a unique decryption key
family (denoted by the number nF ). Roughly speaking, in the
definitions of security we will require that: given a decryption
key belonging to a family, it should be intractable to find
a decryption key belonging to a different family (although
it may be possible to find another decryption key belonging
to the same family). The end user gets the decryption key
corresponding to his identity from the PKG using a secure
key generation protocol [22]. The protocol allows the user to
obtain a single decryption key dID for his identity without
letting the PKG know which key he obtained. If the PKG
0
turns malicious and generates a decryption key dID for that

d) Key Distribution in WSN: The traditional key distribution mechanism based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
would be impractical in WSN due to the increase in consumption of energy [15]. A more pragmatic approach to key
distribution in WSN is by relying on pre-key distribution.
One of the approaches to pre-key distribution is by using a
single pre-key distribution for the entire sensor network. This
approach would be inefficient if any of the sensor nodes is
captured by an adversary and would lead to the compromise
of the entire network. To avoid the compromise of the entire
network, the other approach is to setup a pair-wise key sharing
between every two sensor nodes. Therefore every node will
keys.
have n − 1 keys and the entire network will have n(n−1)
2
One of the major disadvantages with this approach is that the
entire network has to be re-keyed if new nodes are added into
the network or with the deletion of existing nodes. In addition,
storage of n − 1 keys in every sensor node will be resource
intensive.
Eschenauer and Gligor proposed a new centralized key
management scheme called as the basic random key scheme
[9]. It consists of three phases.
Phase I: Key Pre-distribution
Each sensor stores keys in the form of a key-ring. The
ring consists of randomly chosen k keys from a large pool
of keys. Each key in the key-ring has a key identifier which
is stored in the sensor. Further, each sensor node i would
share a pairwise key K with its corresponding base station.
The scheme is weakened if the base station within the domain
were compromised.
Phase II: Shared key discovery
Each sensor discovers its neighbors who are in the communication domain by simply broadcasting a list of identifiers for
its corresponding keys in an un-encrypted fashion. However,
a malicious neighboring node can easily eavesdrop on the key
sharing pattern among other sensors within the communication
domain. They propose a challenge response mechanism for
secure sharing of keys among nodes, which is computationally
intensive.
Phase III: Path key establishment: A path key is established at the end of the shared key phase between the two
communicating nodes. The topology for the sensor array as
seen by the network layer (routing layer) is set by the end
of phase II. However, it would hamper routing as a path
key between nodes has to be established between end-to-end
communicating parties. Revocation is inefficient, as the base
station has to send a message to all the nodes within the
communication domain to revoke the compromised key.

III. I DENTITY BASED AUTHENTICATION USING C ROSS
L AYER D OMAIN .
In 1997, Zheng showed that by combining authentication
with encryption into a single primitive, it was possible to
achieve significant savings on both communication and computational overhead [14]. Implementing signcryption schemes
in WSN would be advantageous as the end users verify the
sender’s identity as well as decrypt messages at the same time.
Below we briefly review two important signcryption schemes
and its applicability in WSN.

where Q1 is a public parameter generated by one of the
cluster nodes.
(22)
H7 : G2 → {0, 1}∗
Alice would generate the signature

where PM = H1 (m)
and compute
g = e(Q0 , kQID2 )

(24)

She would generate the signcrypted message as shown
below,

A. Lynn’s algorithm [24]
Let

V

U

H4 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → Zq

(12)

H5 : Zq × G2 → {0, 1}∗

(13)

H6 : {0, 1}l → {0, 1}∗

(14)

(15)

W

W

W

1
1
2
3
}|
{ z}|{
z }| { z
z}|{ z}|{
≺, kQIDB , EnH7 [g] (m|| Si gc ||IDB ), Q0 , Q1 , QM Â
(25)

where QM = kP .
Alice would send ≺ U1 , U2 , V, W1 , W2 , W3 Â to Bob.
Bob would compute

Alice would pick a random secret k ∈ Zq∗ and compute
q = H4 (k, m) where m is the message

(23)

Si gc = DIDA + kPM

e(W3 , DIDB )
=g
e(Q2 , U1 )
and then decrypt V as shown below,
DnH7 [g] (V ) = (m|| Si gc ||IDB )

and
w = e(DIDA , QIDB )

(16)

Alice would then send the signcrypted message ≺
U, V, W Â to Bob where
≺ U, V, W Â = ≺ q, EnH5 [q,w] (k), EnH6 [k] (m) Â (17)
En(Key) refers to encryption using AES algorithm [29].
Bob would decrypt the message m as shown below
e(QIDA , DIDB ) = w

(18)

DnH5 [U,w] (V ) = k

(19)

DnH6 [k] (W ) = m

(20)

B. Chow et al’s algorithm [26]
Let us consider a WSN network consisting of a sink node
(node with abundant resources) along with a few cluster nodes.
The sensor nodes send sensed data to their respective cluster
nodes, which may aggregate the data and further send it to the
sink node.
Subsequently, let domain one be controlled by the root PKG
(Sink Node) and domain two be controlled by the cluster
nodes.
Let the Root PKG’s master private key be Ms ∈ Zq∗ and the
master public key be Q0 = Ms P where P ∈ G1 . Let s1 ∈ Zq∗
then
Q1 = s1 P
(21)

(26)

(27)

He would then verify the signature as shown below,
e(P, Si gc ) ?
= e(W1 , QID1 )e(W3 , PM )
e(W2 , QIDA )
In case of authentication, we could apply Hess’s Identity
based signature scheme in WSN [23]
The use of Identity field should not be restricted to the
upper 3 layers (Application, Network and Data Link) and
should also take the physical layer parameters as identities for
authentication. Figure 3 describes the possible identity fields
in different layers.
Layer
Application
Network
Data Link
Physical

Identity Header
Device Name
IP address
MAC address
Channel frequency response

Figure 3: Identity field at different layers
The conventional approach to assigning security to the
upper layers would leave a gap between the upper and lower
layers (physical layer). An unsecured physical layer is susceptible to a broad range of security attacks. Therefore the
physical layer properties in a wireless medium have to be
leveraged to address the security threats. A legitimate user
can be differentiated from a rogue end user by measuring
the channel frequency response and hypothesis testing [32].

On the contrary, solely depending on the physical layer is
not the best approach to providing security. The traditional
security schemes in the physical layer (Frequency Hopping
Spread Spectrum or Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum) could
be rendered insecure, if the intermediate adversary along the
active routing path has prior knowledge of the hopping pattern
or the spreading code. In such cases an adaptive, location and
energy efficient cross layer design approach should be adopted
to provide a holistic security solution.
We suggest that the identity field should not be fixed to
a specific layer and should opt for a cross layer approach,
wherein the end user decides the identity depending on the
type of authentication mechanism (hop-by-hop or end to end).
Figure 4 shows end-to-end vs hop-by-hop authentication.

Figure 4: End -to-end Vs hop-by-hop authentication

In case the end user decides for end-to-end authentication
in a network and if one of the intermediate nodes is compromised, the usual tendency of the end user is to wait till the
timer expires and retransmits the digitally signed message via
the same route. If the compromised sensor decides to drop all
packets and distribute spurious routing tables to its neighbors,
it will lead to a total compromise of the entire network. In
such situation an adaptive authentication scheme would be
beneficial as it would detect the malicious intermediate node
by adapting from end-to-end authentication to hop-by-hop
authentication. In addition, it would also increase the efficiency
of the routing scheme of the entire network, as it will help
un-compromised intermediate nodes to re-route the packets in
an intelligent manner. If an end user would want to perform
end-to-end authentication and send confidential information in
WSN, a signcryption scheme would be more suitable as end
users will be able to verify digital signatures and decrypt data
in one operation. This scheme would fit the WSN environment
as it would save the bandwidth and the battery life of the
communicating sensors.
Additionally, the use of signcryption schemes will be beneficial in location and energy aware routing. Let us consider
a WSN network, where the sink node has an inbuilt Global
Positioning System (GPS) chip and is able to locate its
position. Subsequently, all the other nodes are able to locate
their position with reference to the sink node. Hence, each
node is aware of its immediate neighbor’s location and as
well as the sink node. If the network adapts to a hop-byhop signcryption scheme, each node could send its location

co-ordinates and its energy levels in a signcrypted fashion,
leading to intelligent location and energy aware routing.
The security of the network could be strengthened if the
network and data-link identities could be concatenated using
Unique Universal IDs (UUIDs) [31]. Application level identities can also be concatenated using UUIDs.
Concerning ID based key distribution schemes in WSN, a
PKG could be a single entity who could be able to distribute
private keys or it could be a group of sensor nodes (in a
distributed architecture) acting as a PKG and the security
would be based on threshold key cryptography. Although
Accountable IBE is a promising approach in a centralized
architecture, where the PKG could be held accountable in case
it leaks the end user’s key for an identity, its applicability
in the WSN is restricted and would be totally inefficient
in an ad-hoc environment. Key revocation is also possible
if a collected group of sensor nodes vote against a sensor
node, and if the number of votes against the sensor node
exceeds a specific threshold, the node will be revoked [30].
However, this scheme would be inefficient if all the nodes
that vote were compromised and could vote against an honest
node; thereby compromising the entire network. The ease
of developing short new identities at any layer offers huge
operational advantages in resource constrained environments
such as WSN. Paradoxically, the problem of key escrow is
disadvantages with its applicability to public domains, but
would be advantages in case of military applications in which
an ad-hoc group moderator would want to monitor traffic
between communicating parties.
IV. C ONCLUSION
As WSN are expected to proliferate in large numbers in
the coming decade, security would play a vital role in the
smooth running of these networks. However, these networks
pose a unique challenge within security domain due to the
traditional layered security scheme. In this paper, we make
an early attempt to combine the cross layer approach with
the identity based authentication schemes using pairing based
cryptography to open a new paradigm of security solutions. As
more and more security proposals are being proposed in WSN
using pairing based cryptography, to maximize efficiency in
computation and energy consumption, a fusion with the cross
layer approach will help in providing better routing schemes,
revocation mechanisms, immediate detection of sophisticated
cross layer attacks and network survivability. The lightweight
nature of Tinypbc (Pairing based cryptography library for
WSN) would take less than 10% of RAM and about 20%
of ROM on a Micaz mote, which would leave plenty of space
to run reasonably heavy applications such as the identity based
signature/signcryption schemes. In addition, we show that ID
based authentication schemes are not only computationally
efficient, but can also be used in making intelligent location
and energy aware routing decisions.
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